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I refer, of course, to Marcel ... better to descry Proust as boring, unreadable and irrelevant when, in fact, he is none of these things. To my mind, to have spent a lifetime reading and not ...
These early Proust stories may have gone unpublished to avoid a whiff of scandal
Cold War hysteria meant that Communist writer Mike Gold has been universally denounced in life and death. But Gold’s pioneering work created a working-class literature written for, by, and about ...
Mike Gold, the Writer Who Believed Workers Could Speak for Themselves
Over the next 15 years, Marcel Proust toiled ... Merely plow through Proust, and voilà! You'll be wise. Proust is high on millions of "someday" reading lists. Yet modern readers barely have ...
Review of ‘How Proust Can Change Your Life’
The literary world honors French writer Marcel Proust on his 150th ... to "the girl with the biggest tits." Is Proust the epitome of unintelligible reading? Ulrike Sprenger told DW she recently ...
'Proust teaches us to pay attention'
[Ricardo] That was a clip from the late Toni Morrison reading from a Pulitzer Prize-winning book ... moderns you’re thinking about people like James Joyce, TS Eliot, Marcel Proust and writers who have ...
Transcript: Episode 7
They rarely broke off sharply with the traditions of their day, said the lady ... And possibly, too, Marcel Proust, as great but in a limited sphere and another tongue. At this point it occurs ...
A Modern "Gentlemans" Library
Ruskin believed in scholarship as he helped the nineteenth century define it – the commitment ofThe Stones of Venice(1851–53) orModern Painters(1843–60) – and he believed in reading alertly ... Leo ...
John Ruskin and Nineteenth-Century Education
This version of the story is sourced to Henri Bonnet’s 1985 volume, “Les amours et la sexualité de Marcel Proust,” in which ... of disbelief necessary for reading fiction meets the ...
Proust and the Sex Rats
But then one day, she sees something shocking ... Holiday classic I always go back to Marcel Proust’s century-old novel In Search Of Lost Time. I first read it in France back when I was ...
Stephen King to Marian Keyes: We know what you’ll read this summer
As a student in New York, who went for long walks every other day on Morningside ... John Berger, VS Naipaul, Marcel Proust, James Joyce. Now we feel Fellini, Bergman or Kieslowski have arrived ...
Why Teju Cole’s ‘Open City’, published ten years ago, is a liberal arts and humanities novel
This year, though, as I get ready to leave New York for a few days to ... with Marcel. It wasn’t until this summer that I rediscovered the pleasures of hanging out and reading within sight ...
Thanks, Joe Pro
In a variation of Marcel Proust’s special moments when the obscurities ... "Perhaps all remembrance is a process of compilation and creation. Every day we absorb what is around us and assemble ...
When Time Stopped: A story of Holocaust historical detection
Marcel Proust had his madeleine ... Give me oak, mesquite or hickory any day. Like evergreens, they’re beautiful trees to look at, to be sure, but their highest and best use is being burned ...
Wind Sprints: Smoke gets in your soul at the Colorado BBQ Challenge (column)
The French is Krzysztof Warlikowski‘s theatrical expedition in search of the roots of present-day European mentality and identity. It was without doubt one of the most anticipated premieres in 2015 ...
The French – Krzysztof Warlikowski
The first time I learned about the Champs Elysées was studying in England for school exams and reading Marcel Proust ... that had seen much better days. The traffic on the road was matched ...
Tiffany on the Champs Elysées
She will be reading some of her work that has been ... Among the non-Iranians she lists Sylvia Plath, Marcel Proust and many French poets such as Rimbaud and Baudelaire. However, she says that ...
Her life in poetry
The day after that, a relentless campaign begins ... that has dominated the literature of the Twentieth century with Marcel Proust, André Gide, Georges Simenon, Albert Camus and Jean Genet.
Intellectual Terrorism in France
Léger, one of the most respected and adventuresome artists of the day, composed a ... are still books she was reading before she met him, which include a volume of Proust’s great novel in ...
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